Communicating Findings of Delayed Diagnostic Evaluation to Primary Care Providers.
We previously found that an intervention involving electronic algorithms to detect delays in follow-up of cancer-related abnormal or "red-flag" findings and communicating this information to primary care providers (PCPs) led to more timely diagnostic evaluation. In this study, we examined the effectiveness of various communication strategies to inform PCPs about the delayed follow-up. After identifying follow-up delays through electronic health record-based algorithms and record reviews, we communicated this information to PCPs using 3 escalating steps. First, we sent secure E-mails. If no evidence of follow-up was found in a medical record review after 1 week, we made up to 3 attempts to reach the PCPs or their nurses via telephone. If they could not be reached, we informed clinic directors as the third and final step. In this analysis, we evaluate PCPs' follow-up in response to these methods of communication. A total of 733 patients with follow-up delays were identified (369 patients in the intervention group and 364 patients in the control group). Communicating information to PCPs about possible follow-up delays led to decreased times to diagnostic evaluation, but communication related to delays did not always lead to follow-up for the patients in the intervention group. Specifically, secure E-mails led to follow-up in 11.1% of cases (41 of 369), telephone calls led to follow-up in 68.6% of cases (225 of 328), and contacting clinic directors led to follow-up in 5 of 11 cases in which communication escalated to this level. Strategies to communicate to PCPs information on delayed follow-up of findings suspicious for cancer were useful, but not fail-safe. Additional back-up strategies, such as using case coordinators, might be needed.